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SCRIPTURE CARD GUIDE FOR GROUP DISCUSSION

"CONFIDENT  JOY"   NOVEMBER 19  & 20
SERIES OVERVIEW: 

Writing from prison Paul gives us incredible insight into the power of joy that is rooted in a life of following Jesus. Sixteen 
times in four short chapters he uses the word joy giving us a deeper understanding of where real joy comes from and 
warning us about the internal and external threats that will seek to steal our joy. At a time where the joy quotient is low for 
so many people Paul shows us a better way.

Follow the directions below for a guided group discussion with a friend, in a family, small group, etc.  
Grab a Scripture Card (printed or electronic) and simply follow steps from 1 to 6 on this page and the next.

Use follow-up questions 
to take the discussion 
deeper. Guide answers 
to be honest and real.

Can you say more about 
that?

How have you seen that 
play out in your life? 

What does that stir up 
in you?

Has anyone else had 
a similar thought or 
experience?

What might God be 
inviting you to do?

PRAY
About 2 minutes

Ask a volunteer to open 
in prayer.

BIG IDEA
A minute to read

The Apostle Paul once 
placed his trust for 
being right with God in 
his own flesh and he 
had good reason too. 
He believed all the right 
things, had the right 
doctrine and 
understood how to 
obey. But it wasn't until 
he met Jesus that he 
fully understood that 
none of that could offer 
the hope that Jesus 
can. How are you 
finding confident joy 
these days?

DISCIPLE LIFE DISCUSSION 
About 45-50 minutes. Read the Scripture above and discuss the questions there. Additional questions below. 
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Paul gives his list of confidence in the flesh. Reflect on what your your might be? (Good, moral 
person? Grew up in Christian home? Study the Bible? Serve or give to others as they have need?)  
Explain in your own words why these things, while they may be good things, don't save us, but 
only faith in Jesus and what he done on our behalf saves us.

Read Romans 2:28-29, Romans 3:21-24, Col 2:12-13, Deut 30:6 and Eze 36:26. How are you 
prompted to respond to God after reading these passages? (Wonder? Praise and thanksgiving? 
Prayer request to circumcise your heart? Other?)  

Do you agree with this phrase, "Everyone is a boaster, either in Jesus, or in themselves."? Why or 
why not?  

Would others describe you as having a confident joy in Jesus? Why or why not?
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CONNECT
About 10 minutes 

List something you 
have absolutely no 
confidence in yourself 
to do. (Brain surgery? 
Rocket science?Other?) 

What freedoms does it 
provide you that others 
are skilled at this and 
that you don't need to 
be skilled in all things?  



5 PRAY:

About 5 minutes

Reflect on the last question of the Scripture card, "Can you say with Paul that everything else, when compared to Christ, 
is garbage?" The read the additional Scripture Card Prayer Prompts below.

Pray in a popcorn style listing as many things to God about the incomparable joy of knowing Jesus.  The leader or 
apprentice will open and close the time of popcorn prayer.
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LIVE IT OUT:  
About About 10 minutes 

Read the "Live It Out" section and invite the group to read and reflect on this throughout the week. 




